
 
 (phrasal verbورقة عمل على قاعدة الوحده السابعه)

 

Q/ Replace the underlined phrases with the correct phrasal verb. 
 

the project because your Boss will  didwho  discoverto  hurry up1.You should 
name of a scientist.  omittingyour mistake of  showthe agends and  invistagate
before the problem  to not be blameda way  think ofTherefore, you had better 

.happens 
 

in Lebnon. spends his childhood2.He doesn't know that he  
 

it? showingDo you mind 3.I can't see the film.  
 

last week. happened4.The accident  
 

me the MRI Machine. showedoctor 5.D 
 

Q/Choose the correct option. 
 

1.They were late for meeting but they got……………………….. 
     ( away out   ,   up with  ,  away with   ,   on with  ) 

 
2.Sami and Rami are going to……………………..the class survey. 
     (carry over  ,  carry out  , carry in ) 

 
3.She hopes she can……………away of solving puzzle. 
    (come about  ,  come up with  ,  come into  ) 

 
4.They should……………………to catch the train. 
   (speed on  ,  speed up  ,  look into ) 

 
5.He doesn't think the thieves will get away with…………. 
  (them  ,  it  ,  him  ,  her  ) 
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 Questions Tagورقة عمل على قاعدة 

Q/Complete the following question tags. 
1.Noone can play here,………………………………..? 
2.he didn't study,……………………………? 
3.Everyone enjoys the party,……………………..? 
4.He had studied hard,………………………..? 
5.Rami ate this sandwich,…………………….? 
6.I'm writing a letter,…………………………..? 
7.Let's have a break,…………………………….? 
8.Nobody has lived here,……………………? 
9.Let me stay here,……………………? 
10.Don't use my car,…………………..? 
11.Mariam has never read a story,…………………..? 
12.Those played basketball,…………………..? 
13.I'd use your laptop,………………………? 
14.I'd used your laptop,…………………….? 
15.This restaurant …………..good,  wasn't it? (be) 
16.You ……………in Salt, don't you?  ( live) 
17.Mo'ath…………..as a teacher, hasn't he? (work) 
18.I'll answer this question,………………? 
19.I have to write now,……………….? 
20.He used to live in Salt,………………..? 
21.Someone is knocking the door,…………….? 
22.You mother from Jordan,………………….? 
23.This is a house,………………..? 
24.Please, give me some water,…………….? 
25.Maths is more popular than physics,………………? 
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 passive voiceورقة عمل على قاعدة 

Q/Re-write the sentences. 
 

1.You should have studied English. 
English………………………………………… 

 
2.Nobody plays Basketball. 
Basketball…………………………………… 

 
3.Before 2004, The middle East will carry out very little research about sign 
language. 
Before 2004, very little research about sign language…………………………… 

 
4.Jordan signed a free trade agreement with UE IN 1997. 
A free trade agreement………………………………….. 

 
5.Everyone must learn a foreign language. 
A foreign language……………………………………….. 

 
6.Italians invented the sign language in the sixteenth century. 
Sign language………………………………………………… 

 
7.My teacher answered two questions. 
Two questions……………………………….. 

 
8.My brother is watching a horror film. 
A horror film……………………………….. 

 
9.Two sisters were using sign language as a form of communication. 
Sign language………………………………… 

 
10.My mother gave me a list of shopping. 
I……………………………………………. 
Q/Correct the verbs between brackets. 
1.My company………………………… in 2007. (establish ) 
2.Oil and gas have recently……………………. From the Gulf countries. (import) 
3.The idea of sign language………………………to France in the seventeenth century. 
(take) 
4.In the near future, some devices will………………….. ( introduce) 
5.Some books that……………………..200 years ago have just been discovered. (write) 
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The relationship between language and culture 
Q1.What is the language that its speakers mentioned the doers of the action 
although they weren't on purpose? 

 
Q2.The text points out the Japanese and Spanish speakers are more tolerant than 
English speaker. Explain. 

 
Q3.Sociologists have done intensive research on the relationship between three 
aspects of human life. Mention them. 

 
Q4.Quote the sentence which indicates that sociologists have been looking into how 
language influences our culture for hundreds of years. 

 
Q5.The text mentions that two languages have different ways of seeing colours.What 
are these two languages. 

 

Speaking with sign 
Q1.Quote the sentence which indicates that there is a great encouragement to learn 
sign language. 

 
Q2.Sign language is a language like all spoken language. Do you agree? Why/Why 
not? 

 
Q3.Both sign and spoken languages can be used for many purposes. Write down 
three of them. 

 
Q4.Why is it recommended for people with normal hearing to learn sign language? 

 
Q5.Quote the sentence which indicates that there isn't only one Arabic sign language  

 
What are they talking about 

Q1.Quote the sentence which shows that people might find it exciting to believe that 
twins have a secret language. 

 
Q2.What is the reason for the slow language development of some twins. 

 
Q3.Quote the sentence which indicates that babies respond to certain utterance. 

 
Q4.What is the twins unique language mean? 

 
Q5.How many words do two-years old children have? 
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